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Abstract: Global warming mitigation via terrestrial albedo increase has been widely investigated in
literature; the proposed methodologies relate CO2 compensation to albedo increase generally via
the concept of Radiative Forcing (RF). However, literature methods calculate RF by averaged input
data, without considering RF variation due to many local and temporal phenomena. For instance, an
average value of compensated effect of albedo change (∆α = 0.01) is 3 kg CO2eq/m2, which has been
introduced no matter the position and climatic condition of the site. In our study, we propose a novel
procedure to measure RF continuous time history by means of ground measurements, astronomical
equations, and satellite calibration. The procedure is called RF-meter. In this way, a more accurate
assessment of compensated CO2 may be achieved. A test facility is also designed and proposed
to double check the procedure, and preliminary results are reported in order to show and test the
calibration procedure. It is expected that albedo-increased surfaces as well as cool roofs and/or other
technical solutions will be eligible to obtain Emission Credits (EC). The proposed procedure will
aid in the assignment of EC to High-Albedo Solutions (HAS), as it could represent an objective and
accurate method to relate the albedo increase to a corresponding CO2 offset.

Keywords: albedo; global warming; radiative forcing meter; emission credit

1. Introduction

The IPCC (International Panel on Climatic Change) 5th Report [1] proposes several
policies for mitigation and adaptation to climatic changes. Such policies must be traduced
into rules and laws by countries. Mitigation of global warming (GW) is generally achieved
through the following major principles aimed to reduce the introduction of Greenhouse
Gases (GHG) into Earth’s atmosphere: the production of energy by renewables, energy
efficiency, and Carbon Capture and Sequestration (CCS).

Programmatic initiatives are also introduced; the European Union (EU) and other na-
tional and transnational authorities have issued different ETSs (Emission Trading Schemes),
i.e., a sort of stock exchange market of carbon [2]. The exchange unit, called emission credit,
is 1 ton of CO2. On EU-ETS, the actual value attributed to 1 ton of CO2 is around 100 €.

The only way to produce emission credits is by pursing the above three major prin-
ciples. However, the IPCC itself acknowledges that further principles may tackle global
warming in addition to the increase of terrestrial albedo (IPCC 6th Assessment Report RF
synoptic) [3].

Terrestrial albedo can be increased artificially via cool roofs [4], land-use modification,
particular arboreal cultivation, and so on; we will call these High-Albedo Solutions (HAS).

As reported in Section 2, many authors and research groups have dealt with the
direct relation of HAS and global warming mitigation. In literature, the concept of CO2
compensation has been introduced; HAS produces a reduction on global temperature
which is the same as if a corresponding amount of CO2 would be taken off from the
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atmosphere. The mentioned literature surveys, including the present authors’ [5], are based
on different models and calculus but all refer to the IPCC radiative forcing concept to
determine the relation between HAS and CO2. Radiative forcing will be better discussed in
Sections 2 and 3.

However, changes in radiative forcing produced by HAS take into account many
factors that the literatures approaches do not involve. One is the continuous variation
of the atmospheric absorption both on downward and upward energy paths because of
weather air mass particle and aerosol also in addition to the albedo change because of
weathering, dusting, fouling, and surface deterioration and the instantaneous solar energy
change mainly because of the seasonal and daily solar path.

It is also important to highlight that cool roofs or HAS on built environments produce
further indirect contributions to tackle global warming such as building energy savings,
especially for Cooling Dominant Zone (CDZ) and Urban Heat Island (UHI) mitigation.
However, such topics are widely investigated in the literature [6,7].

Finally, the calculus of CO2 compensation requires an energy evaluation by the knowl-
edge of the time history of radiative forcing. The present paper proposes a novel approach
to better estimate the amount of CO2 compensated by HAS; the approach is based on
ground measurements which allow the determination of the radiative forcing time history.
Moreover, a calibration procedure by satellite occasional measurements attributes a higher
reliability to the proposed procedure. In this way, a particular HAS will be precisely char-
acterized in terms of CO2 offset evaluating also the time performances of compensation.
The CO2 compensation is correlated to the reduction of the radiative forcing through the
conversion factors defined by the IPCC. The validation of the presented approach is based
on the IPCC conversion factors and the data acquired from the test facility, installed on
the roof of University of Perugia, in Perugia, Italy. An example of calibration, based on
preliminary data, is also reported. It is hoped that the proposed methodology will facilitate
the introduction of HAS into ETS as well as renewables, efficiency, and CCS.

2. Methods Review

In this section, a review of the main methods that are taken as a reference for assessing
the effect of an albedo surface change in terms of CO2 compensation is reported. In
this context, a correct definition of “surface albedo” is required to avoid confusion and
distinguish surface albedo from other contributions. In Figure 1, the main albedo variables
associated with the surface, top of atmosphere (TOA), atmosphere, and cloud layers are
reported [8].
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In the field of remote sensing, a recent rigorous definition of surface albedo is provided
by [8]: “Surface shortwave broadband albedo represents the surface hemispheric reflectivity
integrated over the solar spectrum (0.2–5 µm)”. In the following discussion, only surface
albedo will be taken into account.
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Management of Earth’s surface albedo is recognized by many authors [9–11] as a
strategy for climate change mitigation. Several empirical studies have confirmed that a
change in albedo leads to a change on anthroposphere temperature [12,13]. The common
approach for assessing the effect of an albedo change involves the radiative forcing concept,
which will be later reminded; in this way, albedo change can be put in relation to a change
on atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration [14].

Literature approaches differ from one another by the input data and method used to
calculate RF. Moreover, only average data are taken into account despite the fact that RF is
a time variant quantity.

By IPCC definition, the radiative forcing is “the change in net irradiance at the
tropopause AFTER allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilib-
rium”. In the shortwave range, there is no evidence that the stratospheric temperature ad-
justs to a surface albedo change [12,15,16], thus the instantaneous shortwave flux change at
the top of the atmosphere (TOA) is typically taken as RF∆α, consistent with Myhre et al. [17].

The change in radiative forcing due to a perturbation to the atmospheric CO2 concen-
tration RFCO2 is calculated by the following relation [17,18]:

RFCO2 = 5.35· ln
(

C0 + ∆C
C0

)
, (1)

RFCO2 when ∆C is 1 ppm and C0 is the actual atmospheric CO2 concentration, is
known as current global mean radiative efficiency, or αCO2 (in W/m2 ppm). The CO2 global
mean radiative efficiency with units of [W/m2 kg] can be obtained from αCO2 by the
following equation:

kCO2 =
αCO2·εair·106

εCO2·Matm
, (2)

where εCO2 is the molecular weight of CO2 (44.01 kg/kmol), εair is the molecular weight of
air (28.97 kg/kmol), and Matm is the mass of the atmosphere (5.14 × 1018 kg). For a CO2
background concentration of 389 ppm, kCO2 is equal to 1.76 × 10−15 W/m2 kg [17].

Over the past 20 years, different approaches have been developed to express RF∆α

as CO2 equivalence. A simplified method relates RF∆α to the RF following a constant
in time change of CO2 concentration. In such a method, a constant amount of the CO2
emission (defined airborne fraction AF) is instantaneously removed by Earth’s ocean and
terrestrial CO2 sinks [19]. This method—known as Emissions Equivalent of Shortwave
Forcing (EESF)—was first introduced by Betts [20] as:

EESF =
RF∆α

kCO2·AE·AF
, (3)

where EESF is expressed in kgCO2eq/m2, AE is Earth’s surface area (5.1 × 1014 m2), and
AF is the airborne fraction. RF∆α has been simulated by Betts by means of the radiative
transfer scheme of the third Hadley Centre Atmosphere Model (HadAM3) for a 20-year
period (annual mean).

Akbari [4] calculated a change in RF∆α (at TOA) per 0.01 change in solar reflectance of
the surface equal to −1.27 W/m2. By applying the EESF method results that the emitted
CO2 equivalent offset for 0.01 increase in albedo of urban surface is equal to −2.55 kg
CO2eq/m2. Similar results have been obtained by Menon [7]: a change in radiative forcing
(for a 0.01 albedo increase) equal to −1.63 W/m2 and an emitted CO2 equivalent offset
of −3.26 kg CO2eq/m2. By means of an analogous approach, Rossi et al. [5] calculated a
CO2eq equivalency of −3.20 kg of CO2eq per m2 of Earth area for a 0.01 change in albedo.

Recently, a more accurate way to calculate the value of RF∆α has been proposed by
Sciusco [21]:

RF∆α(t) = −
1
N ∑N

d=1 Win·Ta·∆α, (4)
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where RF∆α is the mean albedo-induced radiative forcing at TOA over a period t (growing
season), N is the number of days in the chosen period, Win is the incoming solar radiation
at the surface, Ta is the upward atmospheric transmittance, and ∆α is the change in albedo.
While previous studies (e.g., Lenton and Vaughan [22] and Cherubini et al. [23]) used a
global annual average value of 0.854 for Ta, Sciusco calculated Ta as the ratio of incoming
solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere (WTOA) to that at the surface (Win).

In 2016, an alternate time-dependent metric has been proposed by Bright et al. [24] to
take into account the time dependency of CO2 removal processes. This metric is termed
Time-Dependent Emissions Equivalence, or TDEE:

TDEE =
RF∆α(t)

kCO2·AE·yCO2(t)
, (5)

In Equation (5), the term AF is replaced by yCO2(t). This function represents the time
decay of atmospheric CO2 concentration after a single pulse emission, and it depends on
the interactions between the atmosphere and the oceans and the terrestrial biosphere (Joos,
1996 [25]; Joos et al., 2001 [26]). The analytical form is given by [19]:

yCO2(t) = A0 + ∑3
i=1 Ai·e−t/βi , (6)

where A0 = 0.217, A1 = 0.259, A2 = 0.338, A3 = 0.186, β1 = 172.9, β2 = 18.51, and β3 = 1.186.
An example of trend plot of yCO2(t) is reported in Figure 2. The trend represents the

return flux of carbon into the atmosphere after an initial pulse of carbon assimilation at
time t = 0.
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The annual (t) mean RF∆α is given by:

RF∆α(t) =
[

1
12 ∑12

m=1 R↓SW(m)·∆α(t, m)·T↑SW(m)

]
·
(

A
AE

)
, (7)

where RSW is the monthly (m) mean solar radiation incident on a topographically corrected
tilted surface, ∆α is the albedo change in month m and year t, A is the total surface area
over which ∆α occurs, and TSW is the same parameter Ta of Equation (4).

In 2019, Bright [27] has introduced a simplified model for the calculation of the local
annual mean instantaneous RF∆α:

RF∆α(t) =
[

1
12 ∑12

m=1−Win,m,t·∆αm,t·
√

Ta,m,t

]
, (8)
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where Win,m,t is the incoming solar radiation flux incident at surface level in month m and
year t and Ta,m,t is the monthly mean clearness index (or Win/WTOA; unitless) in month m
and year t.

Similar to TDEE is the Global Warming Potential (GWP) metric ([28,29]). In GWP
definition, the term RF∆α(t) is evaluated over a discretized time horizon (TH) and it is then
normalized to the radiative forcing following a unit pulse CO2 emission accumulated over
the same TH:

GWP∆α(TH) =
∑t=TH

0 RF∆α(t)
kCO2·AE·∑t=TH

0 yCO2(t)
, (9)

Additionally, in the more accurate literature models, RF∆α is evaluated at discrete time
intervals. RF∆α is indeed a continuous time-dependent quantity which varies by several
drivers as well as solar path and atmospheric absorption. Therefore, the proper assess-
ment of RF∆α, and therefore of the CO2eq offset, cannot be exempted from a continuous
measurement of RF.

In Table 1, a comparison among the values of CO2 offset obtained by means of the
previously discussed metrics is reported.

Table 1. Comparison among methods for CO2 offset calculation.

Methods/Models Metric CO2 Offset ∆α Notes

Betts et al. (2000) [20] EESF 0.70 kg C/m2 0.01 AF = 0.5
Akbari et al. (2009) [4] EESF 2.55 kg CO2eq/m2 0.01 AF = 0.55
Menon et al. (2010) [7] EESF 3.26 kg CO2eq/m2 0.01 AF = 0.55
Rossi et al. (2013) [5] EESF 3.20 kg CO2eq/m2 0.01 AF = 0.5

Sieber et al. (2019) [30] GWP 69 g CO2eq/m2 year 0.05 TH = 100 year
Bright et al. (2021) [14] EESF 3.50–6.90 kg CO2eq/m2 0.04 AF = 0.3–0.6
Bright et al. (2021) [14] TDEE 3.0 kg CO2eq/m2 0.04 TH = 80 year

Results obtained from different authors by the metric EESF are substantially similar
and within a range of 1.3–3.3 kg CO2eq/m2 for a ∆α = 0.01. GWP returns values that depend
on the time horizon TH taken into account. Nevertheless, for a “standard” TH (100 years),
the values of GWP (1.4 kg CO2eq/m2) are aligned to that obtained by EESF.

3. The Novel Method

Surface albedo generally varies by land cover type for natural and artificial surfaces
and is also sensitive to various factors besides atmospheric and cloud conditions, such as
soil–vegetation, snow, topography, diurnal asymmetry, and spatial resolution. A compre-
hensive literature review of the variance pattern of surface albedo over typical land types
and subsequent effects on climate is reported in [31]. In the present paper, only the effect
on local climate produced by the change in albedo of artificial surfaces will be indagated,
with limited extension.

A novel methodology to determine the in continuo albedo-induced radiative forcing
change (RF∆α) through ground measurements and satellite calibration is herein proposed.
In this way, the discussed limitations of literature methods may be overtaken.

The proposed methodology guarantees more precision, since the continuous ground
measurements of the radiative forcing take into account variations in solar, atmospheric,
and superficial parameters. Then, ground measurements are made more reliable using
discrete calibration by satellite measurements. The effectiveness of the albedo increase in
the CO2 offset depends on the variation over time of the albedo itself, so the continuous
monitoring and calibration are necessary steps to ensure the methodology is reliable.

The application of the procedure requires the installation of the proper instrumentation
on site and the data collection and management both from ground and satellite measurements.

The proposed procedure has no geographical limitations once the surface is equipped
with the proper instrumentation and data from the satellite are collected for that specific site.
Finally, it is necessary to highlight that the proposed procedure is applied to homogeneous
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surfaces. The application of the method to heterogeneous surfaces will be studied in an
ongoing survey, which is involving also albedometer-equipped drone measurements.

3.1. Model

According to IPCC taxonomy, GWP is the ratio of the time-integrated radiative forcing
from the instantaneous release of 1 kg of a gas x relative to that of 1 kg of a reference gas R
(e.g., CO2). GWP is calculated through the following equation:

GWPx =

∫ T
0 kx·yx(t)·dt∫ T
0 kR·yR(t)·dt

, (10)

where T is the time horizon over which the calculation is considered; kx is the radiative
efficiency of gas x; and yx(t) is the time-dependent decay in abundance of the substance
following an instantaneous release of it at time t = 0. Radiative efficiency is the increase in
radiative forcing for a unit increase in the atmospheric abundance of the substance. This
parameter is typically expressed in W/m2 kg. The denominator contains the corresponding
quantities for the reference gas (i.e., CO2).

As previously discussed, the GWP concept may be conveniently extended to evaluate
the effect of superficial albedo change in terms of equivalent CO2. If albedo is increased,
GWP becomes negative and may be considered as a CO2 well, so CO2 is compensated. By
that, in Equation (10), the numerator is substituted by the integral of RF∆α time history
(Equation (11)) on an observation period T.

CO2, comp =

∫ T
0 S·RF·α(t)·dt∫ T

0 AE·kr·yr(t)·dt
, (11)

where S is the area of the Surface Under Test (SUT) and RF∆α is a time-dependent parameter
relative to a unit area which depends on several factors: (a) instantaneous solar irradiation;
(b) atmospheric absorption on downward beams; (c) surface albedo change; and (d) atmo-
spheric absorption on upward beams. Thus, in order to calculate the compensated CO2
amount with Equation (11), RF∆α time history must be determined. A continuous satellite
measurement of outward radiation from the albedo-changed surface would be required.

However, an alternative method is here proposed which does not require continu-
ous satellite monitoring, since RF∆α time history is conveniently estimated by ground
measurements and occasional satellite data are anyway taken into account to calibrate
ground measurements.

As shown in Figure 3, to determine the RF of a given surface, the following parameters
are considered:

• WTOA, solar irradiation per unit area at the top of atmosphere which strikes a virtual
surface parallel to the SUT;

• Win, solar irradiation per unit area which hits the SUT; and
• Wout, global solar irradiation reflected by SUT which exits from the top of atmosphere.

Diffusive reflection is supposed.

The spectral range of these precious quantities will be discussed in a proper Section.
WTOA can be determined by precise astronomical deterministic equations [32], Win is mea-
sured by a pyranometer with proper characteristics (see Section 4), and Wout is calculated as
in Equation (13). As previously discussed, the parameter Ta is the solar energy transmission
coefficient due to the atmosphere along the downward path:

Ta =
Win

WTOA
, (12)

Ta is an instantaneous parameter which depends on location, solar position, and
meteorological conditions. α is the SUT albedo. Also, α is an instantaneous parameter
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which depends on the same factors as Ta, so the correct expression of α should be α(t). It
may be also supposed, very confidently, that reflection occurs according to the diffusive
pattern (Lambert’s law). Albedo is measured by an albedometer, the characteristics of
which are described on Section 4.
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Assuming that instantaneous atmospheric absorption on the upward path is the same
as that of the downward path, Wout may be evaluated as follows:

Wout = Ta·α·Win, (13)

By Equation (12), Equation (13) becomes:

Wout =
Win

2

WTOA
·α, (14)

RF of SUT per unit area is defined as:

RF = WTOA −Wout = WTOA −
Win

2

WTOA
·α, (15)

When SUT albedo is changed, a change in RF is also attained, as follows:

RF∆α = − Win
2

WTOA
·∆α, (16)

Equation (16) can be also rewritten as:

RF∆α = −Win·Ta·∆α, (17)

In Equation (15), α and Win are continuously measured via proper instrumentation;
WTOA is precisely calculated by astronomical relations [32]. As mentioned before, RF∆α is a
time-dependent parameter. Using RF∆α time history in Equation (11), a CO2 equivalent
amount is obtained: when albedo is increased by (α2 − α1) = ∆α > 0, RF∆α is also increased,
and a negative CO2 amount comes out, which represents the equivalent compensated CO2.

The value of RF∆α depends on several factors, not solely on change in albedo surface;
from Equation (17), it can be easily deduced that radiative forcing increases as Win and Ta
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increase. Therefore, the compensation effect of a HAS is greater in regions characterized by
high values of incoming radiation and low cloud coverage.

It may be observed that RF∆α comes from a mixed procedure made of measured and
calculated quantities, which requires a continuous data acquisition of albedo and ground
radiation. Such a mixed procedure is called RF-meter, which will be discussed in the
next chapter.

3.2. Calibration

The proposed methodology to assess RF∆α is accompanied by several errors which
may be reduced by a calibration and are discussed hereunder:

• Downward and upward paths generally lay on different directions, which may be
characterized by different atmospheric compositions producing different energy ab-
sorptions. Furthermore, a more precisely upward path, as shown in Figure 3, is related
to a diffusive reflection, which implies a non-unique reflection beam but a spread
reflection pattern. Atmospheric layers crossed by upwards paths may obtain different
energy absorptions. Atmospheric refraction may also introduce further errors.

• Surface albedo changes during the diurnal time in function of solar zenith angle [33].
• Calculation of WTOA is affected by intrinsic errors.
• Errors made by albedometer and pyranometer on measuring α and Win will be better

investigated in Section 4, dedicated to instrumentation.

Affection of errors on RF∆α can be strongly lowered by a calibration procedure carried
out by satellite measurements, which can be occasionally carried out on SUT. The character-
istics of the satellite are discussed in Section 5. As shown in Figure 3, the satellite can sense
the SUT-reflected energy by which surface albedo is calculated according to a proprietary
algorithm (Bonafoni et al. [34]).

Let’s call αsat,i the albedo measured by satellite at the i-th passage, while αSUT(t) is the
ground continuous measure. It is expected that at the same time of the i-th satellite passage:

αsat,i = αSUT(ti), (18)

However, because of the errors previously discussed, they may differ. Since albedo is
required for RF∆α evaluation, at time t, the most accurate value of SUT albedo is the one
measured by the satellite (outside the atmosphere). However, albedo satellite measures are
available only at discrete times and, in order to evaluate a continuous RF∆α, a continuous
SUT albedo is required. It is here proposed to use αsat,i to calibrate the αSUT(t) according to
the following strategy, which introduces a calibration constant ki as in Equation (19):

ki =
αsat,i

αSUT(ti)
, (19)

Thus, on each time interval between ti+1 and ti, the calibrated albedo is ki × αSUT(t). An
example of the calibration strategy is reported in Section 6, where preliminary experimental
data are shown.

Calibration may be applied also to albedo variation, since errors are not given to
ground albedo measurements errors, but rather to atmospheric phenomena, as previ-
ously discussed.

Thus, between the i-th and the (i + 1)-th satellite passages over the SUT, a better
estimation of RF∆α is attained by the following relation:

RF∆α,i = ki·Win·Ta·∆α, (20)

RF∆α,i is related to the time between the i-th and the (i + 1)-th satellite passages. RF∆α,i
is a continuous time-dependent quantity calibrated with data coming from the i-th passage
of the satellite.
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The evaluation of the calibration constant ki can be performed on large scale surfaces,
using more than one ground albedo sensor. The number of instruments is chosen in
accordance with the satellite spatial resolution (one albedometer for each unit area of the
satellite image).

In order to evaluate CO2,comp due to SUT, the following calibrated equation (Equation (21))
must be calculated instead of Equation (11):

CO2, comp =
∑N

i=1
∫ Ti+1

Ti
S·RF∆α,i(t)·dt∫ T

0 AE·kr·yr(t)·dt
, (21)

where Ti and Ti+1 are time values at the i-th and (i + 1)-th passages of satellite. N are the
numbers of satellite passages during T. Obviously, the greater the N, the more accurate the
estimation of CO2,comp produced by SUT.

4. Experimental Set-Up: RF-Meter

Although several conservative assumptions have been adopted to formulate the
proposed procedure, an accurate analysis of errors is required. It will take into account
ground measurement errors due mainly to instrumentation, calculation errors due to
astronomical equations, and calibration errors.

Further errors will come from operative conditions as well as differential spectral
energy absorption along downward and upward paths.

A test facility is here designed to better estimate all the above-mentioned errors and
to check the reliability of the proposed procedure (RF-meter). Specifically, RF-meter will
be tested on a properly designed high-albedo surface (SUT). Since RF-meter procedure
is calibrated by remote sensing measurements, satellite characteristics will be chosen
as follows:

• minimum spatial resolution: 100 m2;
• average revisit time: 5 days;
• spectral characteristics suitable to IPCC radiative forcing definition and albedometer

spectral standards.

For reliable satellite sensing, SUT is designed to be 900 m2; SUT is treated by high-
reflective paint. SUT is located on a flat building roof at the Engineering Department of
University of Perugia (43◦7′9.449” N, 12◦21′27.451” E). SUT is equipped with the follow-
ing instrumentation:

• albedometer, technical features are reported in Table 2;
• weather station;
• Calculus Unit based on Field Point system.

Table 2. Technical features of the albedometer LP PYRA 05.

Albedometer 1

Technical Features Specifications

Model LP PYRA 05
Sensor Thermopile

Typical sensitivity 10 W/m2

Measuring range 0 ÷ 2000 W/m2

Viewing angle 2π sr
Spectral range (50%) 305 nm ÷ 2800 nm

Operating temperature −40 ◦C ÷ 80 ◦C
1 Technical features are referred to the pyranometers, which make up the albedometer LP PYRA 05.

Albedo and incoming irradiation will be measured in accordance with standard ASTM-
E1918-06 [35]. Measured data will be processed by a Calculus Unit in order to compute RF
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time-history and the compensated CO2 over a T horizon. Albedometer will be positioned
on the SUT orthocenter.

An aerial view of the SUT is shown in Figure 4.
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Spectral Discussion

Evaluations made in Section 3 have been worked out regardless of the solar energy
spectrum. However, spectrum may strongly affect energy balance and RF estimation.

The IPCC definition for RF is related to shortwave and longwave radiation [16]; thus,
global warming CO2 driven phenomena are meant to be correctly described, taking into
account the mentioned range.

An albedometer and a pyranometer were used to measure albedo and incoming
ground energy, respectively, and are characterized by a 300–2800 nm flat spectral response,
while WTOA represents the calculated extra-atmospheric energy characterized by the entire
solar spectrum. Thus, calculation of Ta in Equation (12) underestimates the instanta-
neous transmissibility of Earth’s atmosphere. Therefore, RF∆α calculated according to
Equation (17) is underestimated with respect to the real value. As a consequence, CO2,comp
is also underestimated. Thus, any possible valorization of CO2,comp, as well as the attribution
of emission credits, will occur according to a conservative approach.

5. Satellite Characteristics

Satellite sensors represent an efficient tool for producing surface albedo maps and
for monitoring albedo variations with different spatial and temporal resolutions [36].
Furthermore, spectral observations of the solar irradiation reflected by the Earth’s surfaces
and exiting from the atmosphere can be provided by satellite remote sensing, since the
Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) spectral radiance [W/m2 sr mm] at the sensor aperture is the
primary measurement recorded by spaceborne sensors. The total radiation at the sensor
consists of two main components: (1) solar radiation scattered by the atmosphere into the
sensor’s field-of-view and (2) direct and diffuse solar radiation incident on a certain pixel,
reflected from the surface, and then transmitted to the sensor.

In choosing an optimal satellite mission for the work purpose, the following require-
ments must be considered: good spatial resolution, high revisit time, and satellite products
in the solar spectrum made available systematically and free of charge to all data users.

Sentinel-2, a multispectral imaging mission within the Copernicus program [37], jointly
realized by the EC (European Commission) and ESA (European Space Agency) for global
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land observation, fulfills these requirements. The mission comprises a constellation of
two identical polar-orbiting satellites (Sentinel-2A and Sentinel-2B) placed in the same
sun-synchronous orbit at a mean altitude of 786 km, phased at 180◦ to each other, with
a wide swath width (290 km) allowing a high revisit time (2–3 days at mid-latitudes).
Sentinel-2A was launched on 23 June 2015, Sentinel-2B on 7 March 2017. A multi-spectral
instrument (MSI) onboard both Sentinel-2 platforms measures the Earth’s reflected radiance
in 13 spectral bands in the visible (VIS), near-infrared (NIR), and shortwave infrared (SWIR)
spectral range, at different spatial resolutions ranging from 10 to 60 m on the ground [38].

The acquisition, processing, archiving, and dissemination of the Sentinel-2 obser-
vations at different levels are made available to users via the Copernicus Open Access
Hub [39]. From Level-1C product, TOA spectral radiances and TOA reflectance are achiev-
able, whereas Level-2A product provides at-surface reflectance. Level-1C and Level-2A
processing includes radiometric and geometric corrections and orthorectification and spatial
registration. Surface reflectance product is obtained by applying an atmospheric correction
to TOA reflectance product, described in [38].

Several works dealing with the surface albedo estimation from satellite observations
were published [40–43]; among different algorithms, narrow-to-broadband conversion
methods were developed using surface reflectivity measurements from multispectral satel-
lite sensors [36]. Broadband albedo refers to the albedo computed in the whole solar
spectrum, whilst narrowband albedo is computed over a narrow range of wavelengths,
i.e., over a single channel of a multispectral sensor. The broadband albedo retrieval from
Sentinel-2 was developed and tested in [34] using the surface reflectivities (narrowband
albedo) from the VIS-NIR channels at the best spatial resolution (10 m) and from the two
window SWIR channels, with native 20 m pixel size, resolved at 10 m with a resolution
enhancement method. The 10-m broadband albedo from Sentinel-2 was assessed with
ground-based measurements in two different environments (rural and urban), proving to
be reliable and accurate (order of 0.02).

6. Example of Calibration

In this Section, an example of calibration is reported, based on ground and satellite
data acquired on 19 July 2022. The albedo map from Sentinel-2 over the SUT (19 July 2022 h.
11:55 local time) is shown in Figure 5. The SUT is defined by the white lines, together with
the albedometer’s position.
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Figure 5. Albedo map of the SUT from Sentinel-2 satellite—19 July 2022.

The albedo value from Sentinel-2 in the unit area where the albedometer is located is
equal to 0.837. At the same time of the satellite passage, the albedo ground measurement is
0.846. Figure 6 shows the ground albedo measurement (blue line) and calibrated albedo
(red line).
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At this point, it is possible to calculate the calibration constant ki as in Equation (22):

ki =
αsat,i

αSUT(ti)
=

0.837
0.846

= 0.989 (22)

Thus, in the time interval after calibration and before the next satellite passage, the
albedo used for RF∆α evaluation is 0.989 × αSUT(t) as sketched by the red line in Figure 6.

7. Conclusions

Emission credits are one of the most effective systems to reduce carbon emissions in
the atmosphere and tackle climatic change.

In the European emission market, 1 equivalent ton of CO2 value is around 100 €, which
is predicted to rise due to many factors, such as IPCC climatic change predictions, energy
price, and rising social awareness on global warming [44].

Traditional methods to obtain Emission Credits (renewables, CCS, and energy effi-
ciency) are often hard to be implemented and sometimes are uneconomical, at least on a
short-term scenario [45].

An alternative but effective method to contrast global warming is the adoption of HAS
(high-albedo solution), since they produce an increase of radiative forcing, as the IPCC
itself states [1].

Many authors have proposed HAS as a method to obtain emission credits.
However, the quantifications of the amount of CO2 compensated by HAS are attained by

formulas, predictions, or assumptions based on averaged values (see literature paragraph).
This paper proposes a new methodology for assessing the effect of HAS with respect

to CO2 compensation based on a radiative forcing parameter, which is here measured
by a particular procedure, the scheme of which is represented in Figure 7. The proposed
procedure is called RF-meter since it measures RF time history and calculates the related
CO2 offset. Satellite observations are also taken into account to periodically calibrate
ground measurements.

Equation (21) is the relation which rules RF-meter. The proposed methodology is
based on conservative assumptions; thus, the calculus of compensated CO2 (attained by
measures) is less than the true value.

Furthermore, an experimental facility is here designed in order to test the proposed
methodology and to compare it with literature models. Preliminary results are also reported
in order to show and test the calibration procedure.
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A discussion is worth conducting about time horizon T, during which the compensated
effect occurs.
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From Equation (21), it may be observed that the compensation effect of a constant
albedo surface (albedo may be eventually preserved by maintenance and cleaning) increases
as T increases because the parameter yr (see Equation (11)) decreases; thus, a correct choice
of T is up to emission credits authorities, since economical and strategical consideration
must be taken into account. So far, it may be proposed T = 1 year in order to harmonize the
HAS compensation effect to emission credits’ verification time interval.

The proposed method constitutes, for policy makers and emission credits authorities,
an objective and precise tool to assign credits to HAS.

We do believe that such a complementary strategy may be strongly contributary to
reinforce the emission credit system on an energy transition period.
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